Worksheet 1:

Who is the superior?

Aim:

Boys have an opportunity to realize the differences in evaluating attributes connected with female and male roles.

Initial knowledge:

Boys know traditional gender roles and stereotypes of femininity and masculinity or they can learn about them during the exercise.

Arrangement:

- Place arranged for group work
- Semi-circle

Duration:

No definite time was given to do this activity as it depends on the line-up of the group, characteristics of its participants as well as situational context and the temperament of the leader.

Materials:

- Markers
- Sheets of paper
- Sticky tape

Activity:

1. Boys make charts about characteristics of stereotyped roles of:
   - Group I: Woman
   - Group II: Man
   - Group III: Wife
   - Group IV: Husband
   - Group V: Mother
   - Group VI: Father

2. After putting up the charts boys put a plus (+) or minus (-).
   - highly valued by society (+)
   - not highly valued by society or has negative association (-)
   - controversial issue (?), neutral or does not matter ( )

3. After filling in all the charts, boys sum up the analysis pointing to the most highly or most poorly valued roles in society.

4. The leader brings a question up for discussion: How do social stereotypes affect individuals’ lives?

How do social stereotypes affect individuals’ lives?
Worksheet 2 (Boys):

Sex stereotypes activities

Aims:

- Participants have an opportunity to carry out self-reflection on their own patterns of thought used to assess other people;
- They can see incompatibility of category stereotypes and traits presented by individuals;
- They can enter into the situation of a person assessed from the angle of negative stereotypes;
- They can feel harmful influence of stereotypical judgement.

Initial knowledge:

The boys know the notion of stereotype

Arrangement:

The tables should be arranged for group work

Duration:

20 to 35 minutes

Material:

- Paper
- Markers

Activity:

1. Boys name categories of people that are often perceived from the angle of stereotypes (men, women, Roma, black people, red-heads, fat people, etc.)

2. They make small groups that make a list of qualities of these categories of people (according to social stereotypes). They present their work and give examples of famous people for each category who do not possess the given qualities.

3. All together they think of various categories of people dividing them according to some absurd criteria so that each participant could be assigned to a category (e.g. blue-eyed people, blondes, people 150-160 cm tall). Then they ascribe various faults to them chosen at random (e.g. blue-eyed people are irresponsible and malicious). They write the faults on the board.

4. Each participant loudly repeats a sentence suitable for their category according to the pattern: “I have blue eyes so I am irresponsible, malicious and silly”.

5. Then everybody says how they felt when they repeated the sentence.
Worksheet 3:

Stereotypes connected with the choice of profession

Aim:
Boys have an opportunity to analyze the influence of gender stereotypes on men’s perceptions and attitudes.

Initial knowledge:
Participants can describe the traditional roles of man.

Arrangement:
Semi-circle

Duration:
20 to 35 minutes

Material:
- Board
- Chalk

Activity:
1. Participants make a list of 5 typically female professions and 5 typically male professions (Women’s jobs: e.g. kindergarten teacher, beautician, secretary, and babysitter)

Men’s jobs: e.g. miner, steel worker, driver, shoemaker, fire fighter, watchmaker)

Divided into groups, they write down reasons why each sex chooses a particular profession and does not choose professions associated with the opposite sex.
2. Groups present their solutions and the leader writes them down on the board (making a note of frequency of appearance of the reasons). They all decide which jobs may be done by the opposite sex and which ones cannot because of biological conditioning.

3. At the final stage, they all share their conclusions.
Worksheet 4:

Sex stereotype in magazines

Aims:
- Participants have a chance to analyze images men presented in magazines;
- They have a chance to think about the influence of sex stereotypes on the way are presented in magazines;
- They have an opportunity to realize the role of magazines in promoting patterns of men sex roles.

Arrangement:
Tables arranged for group work

Duration:
20 to 35 minutes

Material:
Various magazines like “Bravo”, “Bravo Girl”, Focus, National Geographic, Voyage, Success, newspaper, etc. as well as magazines for all readers presenting people from the world

Activity:
1. Participants are divided into 3 groups: women’s magazines, men’s magazines and magazines for all readers. They look for articles that present celebrities and analyze their contents and form. Then they define percentage male celebrities that represent various areas of social life (politics, business, culture, sport, science, etc.) Group work is based on the questions:
   - What is the percentage of male celebrities in magazines of different kinds?
   - Which areas of life are represented by men (what is the proportion)?
   - Which qualities (appearance and psychological ones) are emphasized in men’s magazines?
   - What are the subjects of interviews with men?
   - How much is said about family and work?
   - What does the photographic material of men include?
   - Which are specific qualities of presentation of men?

2. Analysis of results by group and discussion on the conclusions.

3. The leader discusses the concept of sex roles and stereotypes – consolidates them if they have known about them before.